Sattelhefter
Sattelhefter für Block- und Broschürenheftung
Der RM Sattelhefter ist ein manuelles Heftgerät für
Block- oder Broschürenheftung (Sattelheftung) sowie
Eckheftung durch verstellbaren Sattelhefttisch.
Arbeitsbreite: Sattelheftung: A4 quer (also bis DIN A3 Blattgröße),
Flachheftung: unbegrenzt
Heftkapazität: 60 Blatt Flachheftung bzw. 30 Blatt Sattelheftung
Heftstärke: 6 mm
für Heftklammern: 23/6, 23/8, 23/10, 24/6, 24/8, 24/10
Demo-Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aVAxbgIGUvY&feature=emb_logo

Specifications:

The Galaxy HU-GO 130 Clamp Stapler is perfect for most users as it is simple &
to use and easy to set up. The HU-GO 130 is heavy duty and comes with a
clamp attached to it to give the user the ability to position the stapler as they
wish, The stapler is levered to make even 60 sheet stapling effortless. It can
staple up to 60 sheets flat, side and corner stapling and 40 sheets saddle
stapling for producing A4 and A5 booklets.
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Parts:

Stapler Head

Working Table

Staple head

Folder Inserters

Slide Stopper

Screw
Base
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Troubleshooting:

Safety Instructions:
- The Galaxy HU-GO 130 Clamp Stapler must be fixed to a stable and solid table.
- Keep the machine away from children and pets.
- Keep loose clothing, jewelery and long hair away from all moving parts.
- Do not remove covers. Covers enclose hazardous parts that should only be
accessed by an authorised Service Representative.
- Read all instructions before attempting to operate the equipment.
- Use this equipment only for its intended purpose.

Staple Jam:
Place a pencil
in the directed
place and pull
down the
handle

Staples Reference:

In the view of the thickness of paper, the following data is subject to the 70gsm
plain paper and for reference only.

Staple too short

Staple too long
CAUTION:
Only 23/6 — 23/10 and 24/6 — 24/10 staples are suitable for this machine. Using
other staples for other models may cause damage to the machine. Unqualified
staples will cause bad stapling quality or may result in the machine jamming and
getting stuck.
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Installation:

Loading the Stapler:

1. Unscrew the screws and pull it out.
2. Fix the working table to it, ensuring that it is level with the holes and screw it back
into place, also ensuring that it is slotted into the metal strip.

Saddle to Flat

Flat to Saddle

Adjusting the staple depth:

Adjusting the

Adjusting the

Fitting machine

side position

margin depth

to a table

1. Twist the silver adjusting knob anti-clockwise to loosen and release the metal
adjuster.
2. Depending on where you want to staple your paper, either push or pull the metal
adjuster and twist the adjusting knob clockwise to tighten and secure your
positioning.
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